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Abstract:
I will give a survey of the AI driven pathomics landscape and will exemplify the state of the art by describing methods,
tools and open source algorithms our group has developed to extract information from routinely available anatomic
pathology studies and from multiplex immunohistochemical analyses. This work leverages deep learning methods to
compute biologically significant Pathology features, including spatial maps of tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs),
cancer regions along with segmented and classified cell nuclei. I will describe how these methods are being employed
in studies that relate patterns of tumor and TILs to outcome and molecular characterizations with the goal of targeting
treatments, I will also describe the use of pathomics characterizations in cancer surveillance studies to elucidate cancer population characteristics.
Bio:
Joel Saltz is a Digital Pathology pioneer having worked for the past twenty years in the development of digital Pathology whole slide image software, methods, tools and algorithms. He is a boarded Clinical Pathologist, holds an MD-PhD
in Computer Science from Duke, completed a Clinical Pathology residency from Hopkins and has founded Biomedical
Informatics departments at Stony Brook, Emory and Ohio State. Dr. Saltz holds Cherith Endowed Chair, Department
of Biomedical Informatics at Stony Brook, SUNY Distinguished Professor and Associate Director at Stony Brook Cancer
Center.
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Remote Access

Join Zoom Meeting https://stonybrook.zoom.us/j/95617197636?pwd=KytzZ2pVRG9SZGpKZUtpNXJISjNjZz09
Meeting ID: 956 1719 7636 Passcode: 924293
Join by One tap mobile
+16468769923, 95617197636# US (New York)
+13017158592,95617197636# US (Germantown)
Dial by your location
+1 646 876 9923 US (New York) Meeting ID: 956 1719 7636
Find your local number: https://stonybrook.zoom.us/u/abyLdgcObG

Questions? Please call the Biomedical Informatics Department at 631-638-2590.

